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Theriault’s Offers ‘For The Love Of The Ladies’—

The Estelle Rose Johnston
Doll Collection October 1 & 2

Early French bisque poupée
by Adelaide Huret in early
silk costume, 18 inches tall.
PHOENIX, ARIZ. — A marquis antique doll auction will
take place on Saturday and
Sunday, October 1 and 2 at The
Biltmore, 2400 East Missouri
Avenue. The sale will be conducted by Theriault’s of Annapolis, Md. This sale is a singleowner collection comprised of
Part II of the Estelle Johnston
Collection.
For Estelle Dallas Rose Lawson Johnston, other than family,
her passion was for her doll collection which she began in the
late 1950s. She searched for
treasures throughout the world,
tracking down old closed museums and forgotten collectors. It
was the history of the dolls that
attracted her most. In a 1994
Contemporary Doll Collector
article, “The Amazing Collections of Estelle Johnston,” John
Darcy Noble wrote “‘Research!’
she once said to me, her blue
eyes sparkling, ‘Research is the
delight of my life! What is the
point of owning these delectable

Rare pair of American cloth dolls by Roxanna Cole, gifted by Cole to Estelle Johnston’s mother-in-law and aunt-in-law.
Together since their creation, the dolls will
be sold as a pair along with other important
documents and memorabilia from the Cole
family, including a full-size silk embroidered quilt, also made by Roxanna Cole.
Imposing early Eighteenth
Century English wooden
doll with original costume
and 1739 dated coin pocket,
28 inches tall.
objects, unless you learn all you
can about them?’”
The title of this auction, “For
the Love of the Ladies,” is from
the title of an article Johnston
wrote for Doll Reader in 1986,
and perfectly expresses her love
of lady dolls. When Theriault’s
auctioned Part I of her collection
in 2013, few people knew that
Johnston had preserved many of
her favorite dolls to accompany
her on the move from her grand
Atlanta manse to a cottage overlooking the Pacific Ocean. And
oh the dolls she kept!
Extraordinary lady dolls from
the Eighteenth Century —
Grodnertal woodens, French
carton moule, English woodens,
Italian court dolls — from rare
grand sizes to those so petite
that they were surely made for
early dollhouses. For Johnston,
the construction, body and cos-

Early dolls of wood and papier mache, porcelain dolls and exceptional poupées from
the French golden years.
tume of the doll were of equal
importance to the face, and she
made a decades-long study in
fashion, textiles, needlework
and costume. Her passion for
lady dolls extended to the exquisite bisque poupées of mid-Nineteenth Century France, and
included fine examples by Huret
and Rohmer, among others. As
well, there are rare lady dolls of
porcelain, including examples
by KPM and Schlaggenwald.
Collectors of French bébés will
also find great treasures, including choice dolls from Thuillier,
Bru, Jumeau, Steiner and
Schmitt, each exquisitely costumed. Her interest in the child
doll with articulated body had
first been awakened by learning
of the Japanese ichimatsu articulated play doll introduced to
Western society at the 1851
London World Fair, then began
her on a quest for the early German and French taufling babies
that had been inspired by this

event, and eventually brought
her, full circle, back to the Japanese play dolls themselves — all
of which are represented in this
auction.
The tiniest doll ephemera
attracted Johnston, and her collection is replete with outstanding accessories, including fans,
parasols, jewelry, gloves, purses,
toiletries, necessaires — right
down to an incredibly rare
2-inch porcelain bourdaloue.
Other delights include doll furniture, miniature paintings,
sewing boxes with luxury contents, boxed tea services and toiletry sets, early fashion books
and engravings, Eighteenth
Century textiles, an early Seventeenth Century stumpwork
embroidery panel, and fine real
people costumes, including an
extraordinary silk gown, circa
1875, from the House of Worth.
Every collection finds itself in
the possession of a rarity that
seems incongruous. In the

Estelle Johnston collection, it is
her pair of American cloth dolls
by Roxanna Cole. Incongruous
only until one realizes that the
dolls were gifts from Roxanne
Cole to Sally and Laura Harton,
who became the mother-in-law
and aunt-in-law of Estelle Johnston, to whom they were
bequeathed. The dolls, together
their entire life, will be sold as a
pair along with other important
documents and memorabilia
from the Cole family, including a
full-size silk embroidered quilt
also made by Roxanna Cole.
There are more than 450 lots
in this auction. Saturday, October 1, will present 300 cataloged
lots, to be followed by an additional 150 cataloged lots on Sunday, October 2. The Sunday catalog session will be followed by
another 150 lots of discovery
day dolls.
For additional information,
www.theriaults.com or 800-6380422.

China Institute Will Reopen With ‘Art in a Time of Chaos’

NEW YORK CITY — “Art in a
Time of Chaos: Masterworks
from Six Dynasties China,
Third–Sixth Centuries,” the
inaugural exhibition at China
Institute Gallery’s new space at
100 Washington Street in lower
Manhattan, will be on view Sep-

tember 30–March 19.
The exhibition is the first major
survey to examine Chinese culture and its international influences during the Six Dynasties
period, as well as the relationship between the two dominant
political centers in the North and
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South. “Art in a Time of Chaos”
presents more than 100 ceramics, sculpture, calligraphy and
paintings from the Third–Sixth
Centuries, many only recently
unearthed. Most of the artworks
are on view in the United States,
and a number have not been
exhibited in China. The landmark show is organized by China
Institute Gallery, the only US
organization dedicated to showing Chinese art from all periods,
and the Nanjing Museum in
China.
The exhibition made its debut
at the Honolulu Museum of Art
earlier this year and is accompanied by a fully illustrated 472page bilingual catalog.
The Six Dynasties was one of
the most dynamic periods in Chinese art history, akin to the Euro-

pean Renaissance in the impact
it had on artistic creativity. Over
the past 20 years, archaeological
excavations have unearthed key
works of art, forever altering
scholarly understanding of this
chaotic nearly 400-year period of
political upheaval, geographical
division and civil strife. Not only
was the Six Dynasties period a
pivotal link in the historical
timeline between the Han and
Tang dynasties, but it is increasingly recognized for having laid
the foundation for Chinese artistic standards, genres, subjects
and important themes that continue to define Chinese art today.
“Recent excavations in China
due to an unprecedented building boom have been an amazing
gift to the archeological community, adding greatly to our knowl-
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COLLECTION OF 10 VINTAGE
WOODEN POND YACHTS
From the Washington DC Model Yacht Club
[closed in 1960] 10 Pond boats, rigging,
sails, and related model boating literature.
This entire collection will be sold as one lot!
See photos and descriptions at www.nathanre.com
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Group of celadon figurines; Three Kingdoms period, Wu
kingdom (222–280). Glazed porcelain; various dimensions,
from 5-3/8 to 7-5/8 inches. Unearthed in 2006 from the Wu
tomb at Shangfang in Jiangning, Jiangsu. Collection of the
Nanjing Municipal Museum

edge of ceramics, sculpture,
painting and calligraphy during
the Six Dynasties period,” says
Willow Weilan Hai, director,
China Institute Gallery, and chief
curator of the exhibition. “Great
chaos led to extraordinary cultural and intellectual achievements by artists who defined the
soul of Chinese art for generations with their influence spreading beyond China into Japan and
Korea.”
Much of what is known about
Six Dynasties sculpture comes
from excavations of tombs and
mausoleums, whose entrances
were richly decorated with lavish
sculpture. Inside tombs, archaeologists have found an array of
both pottery and porcelain figurines. These sculptures — attendants, soldiers, musicians, servants and animals — were
crafted to be interred alongside
the tomb’s occupants, ensuring a
comfortable afterlife.
Among the most recently excavated sculptures are a group of
ten ceramic figures, including
musicians playing the qin, drums
and a wind instrument, which
were discovered in a Three Kingdoms (222–280) tomb in Nanjing
in 2006. One of the more charming sculptures in the exhibition is
a humble pottery dog from the
Three Kingdoms period. A
humorous inscription on the
dog’s back reads, “This dog’s
name is Black Dragon.”
China Institute is at 100
Washington Street houses. For
information, 212-744-8181 or
www.chinainstitute.org.

